
Brothers of Flame Control: A Comprehensive
Guide
Brothers of Flame Control is a powerful pyromage spell in the World of
Warcraft that summons two fire elementals to fight for you. This spell is
available to all fire mages at level 62, and it is one of the most iconic
abilities in the game. Fire elementals are powerful melee fighters, and they
can deal significant damage to your enemies. They are also immune to fire
damage, making them ideal for fighting against fire-based enemies.
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Brothers of Flame Control is a channeled spell, which means that you must
continue to cast it in order to maintain the fire elementals. The spell has a
cast time of 2.5 seconds, and it costs 200 mana to cast. The fire elementals
will last for 30 seconds, or until they are killed. You can have up to two fire
elementals active at a time.
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Brothers of Flame Control is a very versatile spell. It can be used in a
variety of situations, including:

Dealing damage to enemies

Tanking damage

Crowd control

Utility

Here are some tips for using Brothers of Flame Control effectively:

Position your fire elementals carefully. Fire elementals are melee
fighters, so they need to be close to your enemies in order to deal
damage. However, they are also immune to fire damage, so you can
place them in areas where your enemies are likely to attack with fire.
This will allow your fire elementals to tank damage and deal damage at
the same time.

Use Brothers of Flame Control to crowd control. Fire elementals
can be used to crowd control enemies by knocking them back or
stunning them. This can be useful for interrupting enemy spell casts or
for preventing them from attacking your other party members.

Use Brothers of Flame Control for utility. Fire elementals can be
used for a variety of utility purposes, such as dispelling debuffs or
reflecting spells. This can be very useful in certain situations.

Brothers of Flame Control is a powerful and versatile spell that can be used
in a variety of situations. By following the tips in this guide, you can learn
how to use this spell effectively and become a more powerful fire mage.



Mechanics

Brothers of Flame Control summons two fire elementals to fight for you.
The fire elementals have the following abilities:

Flame Shock: Deals fire damage to an enemy.

Lava Burst: Deals fire damage over time to an enemy.

Inferno: Deals fire damage to all enemies within a small area.

Knockback: Knocks an enemy back.

Stun: Stuns an enemy.

Dispel Magic: Dispels a magic debuff from a friendly target.

Reflect Spell: Reflects a spell cast by an enemy.

The fire elementals will automatically attack your enemies. However, you
can also control them manually by using the following commands:

/petattack: Orders your fire elementals to attack a specific enemy.

/petfollow: Orders your fire elementals to follow you.

/petstay: Orders your fire elementals to stay in place.

/petdismiss: Dismisses your fire elementals.

Talents

There are several talents that can enhance the effectiveness of Brothers of
Flame Control. These talents include:



Improved Fire Elementals: Increases the damage dealt by your fire
elementals.

Molten Fury: Reduces the mana cost of Brothers of Flame Control.

Elemental Mastery: Increases the critical strike chance of your fire
elementals.

Burning Determination: Reduces the cast time of Brothers of Flame
Control.

Ignite: Causes your fire elementals to deal bonus damage to enemies
that are already affected by your Ignite debuff.

Glyphs

There are several glyphs that can modify the effects of Brothers of Flame
Control. These glyphs include:

Glyph of Blazing Speed: Increases the movement speed of your fire
elementals.

Glyph of Fiery Impact: Causes your fire elementals to deal bonus
damage to enemies that are stunned or knocked back.

Glyph of Searing Flames: Increases the duration of your fire
elementals.

Best Uses

Brothers of Flame Control is a very versatile spell that can be used in a
variety of situations. Some of the best uses for this spell include:



Dealing damage to enemies: Fire elementals can deal significant
damage to your enemies. They are especially effective against fire-
based enemies.

Tanking damage: Fire elementals are immune to fire damage, making
them ideal for tanking damage from fire-based enemies.

Crowd control: Fire elementals can be used to crowd control enemies
by knocking them back or stunning them. This can be useful for
interrupting enemy spell casts or for preventing them from attacking
your other party members.

Utility: Fire elementals can be used for a variety of utility purposes,
such as dispelling debuffs or reflecting spells. This can be very useful
in certain situations.

Brothers of Flame Control is a powerful and versatile spell that can be used
in a variety of situations. By following the tips in this guide, you can learn
how to use this spell effectively and become a more powerful fire mage.
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